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Section B.250

Once you have selected all the parameters you want to record, select the Configure Datalog 

button at the bottom right side of the screen.

 Step 4: Creating and Using Histograms 

Once you have loaded the appropriate parameters, it will allow histograms to work properly.  

You can create your own histograms and save them, or you can load The Tuning School’s provided 

histograms.  

What is a Histogram?  A histogram allows you to create a table or function that duplicates the 

table or function you are calibrating in the tuning software and plots data from your log into the 

corresponding cells in the table.  For example, we may want to use a histogram to see knock activity 

and match the data to our spark table, called Borderline Knock.  We can create a histogram that will 

plot the knock in the cells it occurs based on our datalog.  This can be very helpful for sorting and 

reviewing your data and using the data to make more accurate changes.  Histograms can be used for 

a variety of different reasons and are a great tool in your toolbox.  

We are going to create a histogram for knock activity based on our Borderline Spark Table 1.  To 

do so, open your Advantage III software and navigate to the Borderline Knock Table 1 for this example.
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Section B.470

The two tunes are shown either left and right of each other with labels above to designate the file 

you are viewing, or above and below each other for tables.  The left side or top will always be Tune 1 

and the right side or bottom will always show Tune 2.  Values in black font are the same as the stock 

value.  Values in red font are values that are above the stock values and values in blue font are values 

that are below the stock values. Dashes in the compared file are direct matches to the other file.

  If you only want to see the names of the categories that are changed and hide the changes 

from the view, check the box at the bottom to “Show Names Only”.  You can also save the changes 

into a text file by choosing the Save button at the bottom of the Compare Tunes window.  Selecting 

the View As menu at the bottom of the Compare Tune window allows you to see the Value, Percent 

Change, Difference, or Value and Percentage changed. 

Tune View Tree

Advantage III displays all of the parameters in a tree type view, organized by various categories 

such as Axle, Drive By Wire, Fuel, Torque Limit, etc.  There are dozens of parent categories, further 

organized within the parent into subcategories.  Some of these subcategories will have more 

subcategories under them.  Select the (+) next to the category or double click on the wording to 

expand it.  You can expand as many categories as you would like. The example on the next page 

shows the category and subcategory for the Fuel – Base Fuel Calculation – Desired Lambda At WOT 

category expanded on this 2018 Mustang 5.0 calibration.  Alternatively, you can use the Find tool to 

search for parameters by name.  For more information on using the Find tool, see Section B.620, Our 

Methods for Locating Tables in the SCT Advantage III Software. 

When making changes to tables in Advantage III, you would select the table to adjust, make your 

adjustments, and then save your file with a new name.  Because the device such as a BDX or X4 
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Section C.340

Step 10: Start Recording

Select the Start Data Logging icon on the toolbar to begin recording and let the engine idle for 

about a minute until you gather a good amount of data and then select the Stop Data Logging icon 

to stop recording. The purpose of this exercise is to gather information about the short term fuel 

trims at idle. Remember, the short term fuel trims are an error that you will be using to correct the 

related MAF function. The goal of this exercise is to end up seeing errors of less than +/- 5% when 

performing this exercise (after performing these steps several times).

Step 11: Review Histogram and Idle Scan Areas

Review the histogram by looking at the histogram graph in LiveLink Gen-II. Load the TTS MAF 

Voltage STFT 46_54.hst histogram and verify there are error percentages. This test was done at 

idle, so there may only be data in just a few cells. If you do not see this histogram, you will need to 

manually add it. We have provided the preconfigured histogram file that you can add to LiveLink Gen-

II. If you need to add the histogram, copy the file from your course download files and paste it into 

the following path (C:\Program Files (x86)\SCT\LiveLink Gen-II\histograms). Now you should be 

able to add the histogram to LiveLink Gen-II and use it with the datalog you recorded. If you need a 

refresher on how to add a histogram, refer to Section B.250.
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Section D.580

Variable Cam Timing for Maximum Performance

After you have completed optimizing the air/fuel ratio and spark advance on the vehicle, you can 

also make adjustments to the variable cam timing tables to potentially see additional gains in power 

and cylinder airmass or airload (as seen in the examples to follow).

Depending on the operating system of the vehicle you are tuning, the vehicle’s computer will 

use either calculated load or torque to determine how much to retard the camshaft at differing 

loads or calculated engine torque. In these vehicles, the camshaft can only be retarded from its base, 

not advanced. You can determine what parameter your vehicle is looking to (load or torque) by 

referencing the Vct Table Y Axis Switch under the Variable Cam scalar.

To locate the scalars using the Find feature, search for Vct Table Y in the Find Text box. Double 

click on Vct Table Y Axis Switch from the results list. Alternatively, to locate the scalars using the Tune 

View Tree, double click on the Variable Cam text in the tree and then single click on the Scalars text 

to view the scalars.
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Section E.131

Adjusting for IMRC Removal (Intake Manifold 
Runner Control)

Intake Manifold Runner Control, also known as IMRC, is a method by which the factory was 

able to adjust the intake manifold airflow for more velocity (low RPM torque gains) or more flow 

(high RPM horsepower gains) by way of control plates in the intake runners. These runner plates will 

constrict to increase velocity and reduce maximum flow, depending on the RPM and load the engine 

is experiencing.

This enables a relatively small naturally aspirated engine to produce more torque then it otherwise 

could, which then helps the driveability around town at lower RPM’s, where most of your time is spent. 

When modifications begin to vehicles, these runner controls often become more of a restriction as 

they are no longer needed.

Table Update

Begin by disabling the IMRC switch. To locate the scalars using the Find feature, search for IMRC 

Switch in the Find Text box. Double click on IMRC Switch from the results list. Alternatively, to 

locate the scalars using the 

Tune View Tree, double click 

on the System Switches text 

in the tree. Within the sub 

tree, single click on the Scalar 

text to view the scalars. Scroll 

down to locate the IMRC 

Switch scalar.  Change this 

value to 0 to turn off the 

vehicle’s computer’s control 

of this system.  


